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Introduction

The irreversible trend of increasing 
depth of well drilling in the world, expan-
sion of the application range of wells
due to switching to borehole methods of 
mineral extraction, development of geo-
thermal fields and advancement in wind 
power engineering requires the system 
approaches to deep drilling. The most 
significant problems are preservation of 
well drilling path, production of informa-
tive geological material and improve-
ment of bottom-hole working conditions 
for rock-cutting tool bits [1]. 

The compliance of properties of 
rock-cutting tools and rock mass deter-
mines the penetration efficiency of dia-
mond drilling [2, 3]. With increasing 
jointing of rocks, the capacity of dia-
mond bits lowers, and the capacity drop 
is more intensive in hard rather than in 
softer rocks.

The experience of operation of dia-
mond rock-cutting tools in a wide range 
of geological conditions has demon-
strated that the shape of the tool matrix 
significantly influences deviation of 
wells from the preset path. For example, 
during full-face drilling, without core sampling and under 
high axial loads, wells, as a rule, deflect to the right in the 
direction of bit rotation [4]. For the stability of the well 
straightness in the full-face drilling, the end surface of the 
drill bit matrix is made with concentric sockets and pro-
jections (crests), which perceive the dynamic load from 
the bit rotation and counteracts the bit deflection momen-
tum. During drilling with core sampling, the core rigidly 
connected with the well bottom centers the tool. In order 
to strengthen the connection in this technology [5], flush-
ing channels are made on the bottom face of the matrix, 
with their rounded turn segment made oppositely to the 
diamond bit rotation and hydraulically connected with the 
annular grooves with unidirectional outlet.

There exist drill bits with internal axial channels to let 
the flush fluid outside the core formation zone [6]. This 
form of the flushing system improves the core quality and 
increases the core recovery even in jointed rocks. How-
ever, such flushing system permits mixing of fed fluid flow 

and mud removal flow, which reduces the force of rock 
destruction and fails to ensure volumetric cooling of the
matrix and complete removal of the drill mud.

The study [7] presents information on the features of
the diamond bit structure, shape of the matrix and param-
eters of diamond bits, which, jointly, have increased the
operational life and penetration rate of the tool in deep well
drilling in hard rocks. 

The traditionally facilities for obtaining structurally
intact core are the equipment with removable inner barrel
(core receiver) such as NQ or HQ. Their disadvantages are
the intensive well curvature and high energy input due to
high axial loads on the diamond bit with increased area of
the matrix. Moreover, they have limited drilling diameter of
up to 95.6 mm, often less than 122 mm.

In [8] the authors propose the bottom-hole assembly
with a hydraulic control valve and diamond bits with thinner
matrix. This assembly ensures preservation of the core and
excludes its abrasion in the core barrel. The assembly can
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tion, reduction of energy consumption, production of high-quality geological mate-

rial in the form of core and improvement of rock-breaking tool performance. This 

paper reviews the research works aimed at solving these problems. These studies 

mainly deal with design features, implementation and working conditions of dia-

mond drill bits which are the most popular in well drilling. It is found that well 

deflection depends on the method of drilling, on the shape of the diamond bit 

matrix and on the axial load applied to it. The practice proves that stead-state 

path of well drilling is possible with making annular channels on the bottom face 

of the tool matrix. The use of potential energy of fluids to break rocks is one of the 

ways of solving the deep well drilling problems, which is highlighted in some of the 

research works. The most promising facilities are the bottom-hole assembly with

hydraulic control valve and thin-walled diamond bits, hydraulic units with renew-

able bottom-hole energy source and rock destruction by water jets. The novelty 

of the latter approach is presented in the structural diagram of the diamond tools 

consisting of a matrix with annular channels on the bottom face divided into sectors 

by flushing slots, and with axial holes coming to the annular channels. The flush-

ing slots have partitions, the bottom and sidewalls of the annular channels have 

parallel grooves extending to the flushing slots oppositely to the tool rotation. This 

structural layout ensures separate flush fluid feed and mud removal, volumetric 

destruction of rocks by fluid jets and cooling of the tool. The industrial tests of 

the prototype diamond tools show that they offer higher well drilling efficiency as 

against the series-produced HQ type bits.
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be used in drilling various purpose wells with diameter of 
46 mm to 325 mm and more.

The optimized number of diamonds in the matrix and 
the penetration depth of diamond bits depending on the 
axial load are calculated in [9]. 

We can see some developments in the field of water jet 
destruction of rocks during drilling of wells and blast-holes 
in open pit mineral mining in the last decades [10, 11]. In 
this case, water jets assist rock fragmentation, and pen-
etrability of rocks has a great influence on the efficiency
of destruction. The experiments have found that in dense 
rocks, water jet can increase the degree of fragmentation
if cracks and holes are made in advance on the rock sur-
face using other tools. Researchers highlight capacities of
water jet to cool the tool, and to reduce the tool loading 
and wear.

In water jet destruction of rocks, a promising direction
is a hydraulic device with a renewable bottom-hole source
of energy [12]. The idea is to create the renewable bot-
tom-hole energy source in the form of hydraulic impacts 
generated by flush fluid at the contact with rock being bro-
ken. This allows significant reduction in the values of the
axial load and rotation frequency of the rock-cutting tool,
thereby eliminating the main causes of well deflection and 
high energy inputs. 

Description 

In order to effectively use the potential energy of the
flush fluid while drilling deep wells, we propose the struc-
tural diagram which contains a matrix with annular chan-
nels on the bottom face divided by flushing slots into sec-
tors, and with axial holes coming out to the matrix bottom
face.

The tool (Fig. 1) contains a body (not shown) attached
with diamond matrix 1 with annular channels 2 on the bot-
tom face divided into sectors by flushing slots 3 and axial 
holes 4. Flushing slots 3 have partitions 5; axial holes 4
come out to the bottom face of matrix 1 from the back 
side of partition 5 and are hydraulically connect to annu-
lar channels 2 arranged chequerwise with horizontal
shift between the sectors. Grooves 6 and 7 are made on7
the bottom and side walls of the channels in parallel to
the flushing slots oppositely to rotation of the tool (See
Fig. 1).

The principle of the diamond rock-cutting tool is as
follows: as drilling begins with rotation of the tool and with
flushing fluid feed, flows along axial holes 4 go from the
back side of partition 5 directionally under the bottom
of matrix 1, penetrate into rocks and form the advanced
prefracture zones under the force of dynamic pressure.
Some portion of the flush fluid cools the bottom end of
matrix 1 and flows with mud along annular channels 2 to
the flushing slots oppositely to the tool rotation. The other
portion of the flow in the periphery of the matrix 2 from
the back side of partition 5 also removes mud to flushing
slots 3. Partition 5 divides the flush fluid and makes it flow 
through holes 4 and remove mud through flushing slots
3. In addition, the flush fluid flows in grooves 6 and 7 for7
the volumetric destruction of the rock crests in annular
channels 2 in the horizontal plane. This excludes blocking
of the flush fluid under the bottom face of matrix 1 and

prevents obstruction of the mud pump operation. The
improved system of the flushing ports in the design of the
diamond rock-cutting tool provides high-quality geologi-
cal material in the form of a solid core, maximizes capaci-
ties of the flush fluid in destruction of rocks, cools the
matrix and removes mud. At the same time, the energy
of the flush fluid grows with increasing depth of wells due
to the liquid column weight, whereby the negative fac-
tor—higher energy input with drilling depth—becomes
positive.

Fig. 2. Matrix of prototype sample of diamond rock-

cutting tool with independent flushing ports for 

drilling wells:

a — with core sampling; b — for full-face drilling
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Fig. 1. Diamond rock-cutting tool with independent 

flushing ports:

1 — matrix, 2 — annular channels;2 3 — flushing slots; 4 — 
axial holes; 5 — partitions;5 6 and 6 7 — grooves7
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Industrial tests and conclusions 

The diamond rock-cutting tool, based on the structural 
diagram, was designed for drilling wells with core sampling 
and for full-face drilling (Fig. 2). 

The industrial tests of the prototype diamond rock-
cutting tools (drill bits) with a standard outer diameter 
of 95.6 mm were carried out at the site Aksoran (Central
Kazakhstan). The exploration object was tungsten ore man-
ifestation. The geological section was composed of mono-
lithic and low-abrasive porphyroids and skarns of drillability 
category 10. The test interval was 40–400 meters. In order 
to improve reliability of the comparative results achieved 
by the prototype tools with core sampling and by series-
produced drill bits HQ, the tools were used in turns in the 
commensurable geological conditions of drilling. 

Comparative results of testing of prototype diamond 
rock-cutting tools with independent flushing ports and 
series-produced HQ

It follows from the comparison data in the table that the 
prototype diamond rock-cutting tools with independent 
flushing ports have a noticeable advantage in terms of the 
energy input and drilling mode as against the series-pro-
duced drill bits. 

According to the drilling personnel of the geological 
organization implementing the tests, the prototype tools 
were the effective energy-saving facilities for drilling wells 
in hard and very strong rocks. Taking into account these 
recommendations, the research is underway to improve 
the design and to study the tool capacities and influences 
on well deflection, especially in full-face drilling, in joint 
operation with a downhole hydraulic machine meant for 
drilling for oil, gas and groundwater. 

The design features and technological capabilities 
enable the diamond rock-cutting tools with independent 
flushing ports to be an effective and integrated solution to 
deep well drilling problems.

The study was supported by the Committee of Sciences 
of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, Grant Financing Agreement No. 106 as of 
March 5, 2018.
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